JULY 2007

There is Adventure in Sound...

Since 1984, the Atlanta Radio Theatre Company has been performing, recording, and broadcasting dramatic audio - fully dramatized, fully sound-scaped audio drama. We set the scene, you do the rest. By combining today's modern technology and dramatic techniques with the oldest form of entertainment, the human imagination, you have the best seat in the house for the most vivid movie you will ever see.

Welcome to the age of New Old-Time Radio.

Want to hear more? Subscribe to our email group!
ARTC-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

Listen to the ARTC live performance archives on our podcast!
WWW.ARTCPODCAST.ORG

If you enjoyed today’s program...
The following titles are now available on CD and cassette.
The Menace From Earth by Robert A. Heinlein
The Man Who Traveled in Elephants
          by Robert A. Heinlein
Solution Unsatisfactory by Robert A. Heinlein

Order online at
WWW.ARTC.ORG

ARTC is a volunteer organization. If you are interested in giving your time in exchange for learning about the craft of audio drama, we’d love to hear from you. For more information please contact:
Atlanta Radio Theatre Company
3577-A Chamblee Tucker Rd. #189
Atlanta, GA 30341-4409
WWW.ARTC.ORG
volunteer@artc.org

Atlanta Radio Theatre Company
Robert A. Heinlein’s

WWW.ARTC.ORG

The Menace From Earth
Adapted for audio by William Alan Ritch

All You Zombies...
Adapted for audio by Victor Keman

HEINLEIN CENTENNIAL
JULY 7, 2007 — 3:00PM
JULY 8, 2007 — 2:00PM
All material by Robert A. Heinlein is presented with the kind permission of Mrs. Virginia Heinlein

Unresolved Mysteries, Solved While U Wait

A Very Special Creation by Ron N. Butler
Clair W. Kiernan Herself
Dr. George Omphalos Ron Butler
Archangel Hal Wiedeman

Rory Rammer, Space Marshal

The Planetoid of Doom by Ron N. Butler
Announcer Hal Wiedeman
Rory Rammer David Benedict
“Skip” Sagan Jonathan Strickland
DARIL-T-8 Kelley Swilley
Mackie McGuire Daniel Taylor

The Menace From Earth by Robert A. Heinlein
adapted for audio by William Alan Ritch
Holly Jones Clair W. Kiernan
Jeff Hardesty David Benedict
Ariel Brentwood Kelley Swilley
Mary Muhlenberg Ariel Stewart

Also featuring the voices of Ron Butler, Trudy Leonard, Hal Wiedeman, and Jonathan Strickland

Produced and Directed by
David Benedict and William Alan Ritch

Audio engineering by Bob Zimmerman.
Live Foley sound effects created by Daniel Taylor and Caran Wilbanks.
Recorded effects provided by Henry Howard and Audio Craft Studio, time machine effects provided by Brad Weage, performed by Rachel Bowman.

Saturday Live music composed and performed by Brad Weage
Sunday Live music composed and performed by Brad Weage

Except for Unresolved Mysteries Theme, composed and provided by Joel Abbott, Bumpers Crossroads Theme composed by Alton Leonard